
 

Annexure-A 
Duties of DEE/ADEE TRD 

DEE/AEE(TRD) is the officer in immediate charge of the maintenance, operation and 
safety of all power supply installations, overhead equipment (OHE) and RC equipment in his 
jurisdiction and is answerable to Sr. DEE(TRD) in all matters connected therewith.  
In addition to assisting Sr.DEE(TrD) in his duties, his chief duties will be as under :- 

i) Efficient and safe upkeep and operation of the installations under his charge in 
accordance with the prescribed schedules including detailed planning of all maintenance 
works. 

ii) He should ensure that Traction Power Controller (TPC) takes effective and prompt action 
to restore services in the event of power supply interruptions or other failures of the 
distribution system affecting train services. 

iii) Close liaison with power supply authorities to ensure continuity of power supply. 
iv)  Careful and prompt investigation of all recurring or major power supply interruptions 

and equipment failures and initiation of appropriate remedial measures. 
v)  Preparation of preliminary plans and estimates called for by Sr.DEE(TrD) for works 

involving the traction distribution system, and scrutiny as called for by Sr.DEE(TrD) of 
plans and estimates for works of other departments in the section so far as they affect the 
system; 

vi)  Personal and periodical checking of the break-down organization to ensure that it is in 
good fettle to deal with all break-downs  

vii) Prompt implementation of instructions received from time to time including those 
contained in Inspection Notes of superior officers and keeping record of action taken 
against each item. 

viii)  Careful scrutiny of statistical and other periodical returns before submission to 
Sr.DEE(TrD) and taking appropriate corrective action. 

ix)  Effective co-ordination with officers and staff of other departments in matters that 
warrant joint action and similar co-ordination with officers of contiguous sections. 
 

  



 

Annexure-B 
Duties of DEE/TRD/PRYJ 
 

TRD Store/ALD. Workshop/SFG, Remote Control/PRYJ, TPC/PRYJ are under his direct 
control. Further, Works section, Budget section, Energy section, Stores section and Drawing 
section of TRD branch report to him and all files of these sections are routed through him. He 
has overall administrative control over TRD branch He does Energy analysis, Block analysis 
and maintenance progress analysis at desired frequency. He is responsible for monthly meter 
reading and analysis at NYN complex and Rewa Road Grid. In addition to above looks after 
the work of ADEE/TRD/PRYJ in his absence and assists Sr.DEE/TRD/PRYJ. He looks after 
the work of Sr.DEE/TRD/PRYJ in his absence. 

 
He will be the appellant authority for DAR cases and reviewing authority for confidential 

reports for the zone of ADEE/TRD/PRYJ & ADEE/TRD/MZP 
 
 

Duties of ADEE TRD PRYJ 
 
OHE Depot SFG, MKP,SRJ,SRO, PSI Depot ALD &NYN  & Tech Cell/ALD are under his 
direct charge . Currently he is also looking work of ADEE/TRD/MZP as the post is vacant. He 
does Establishment work of entire division and all files of establishment section of TRD branch 
are routed through him. He is responsible for monthly meter reading and its analysis. He looks 
after the work of DEE/TRD/PRYJ in his absence and also assists Sr.DEE/TRD/PRYJ in office 
work. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  


